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Dairy farmers who purchased allegedly defective

feed storage silo brought action against manufacturer

and seller of silo claiming violations of Racketeer

Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act RICO
The United States District Court for the District of

Minnesota Michael James Davis 875 F.Supp

1342 granted summary judgment in favor of

manufacturer and seller finding claims untimely

Farmers appealed The United States Court of

Appeals for the Eighth Circuit 87 Fid 231

affirmed After granting certiorari the Supreme

Court .Justice l3reyer held that last predicate

act rule for determining when civil RICO action

accrues was not proper interpretation of RICO and

21 farmers could assert fraudulent concealment

doctrine only if they had been reasonably diligent in

trying to discover their civil RICO claims.

Affirmed

Justice Scalia concurred in part and concurred in

judgment with opinion in which Justice Thomas

joined

West Headnotes

Limitation of Actions 953
241k953 Most Cited Cases

Third Circuits last predicate act rule under

which civil Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt

Organizations Act RICO action accrues when

plaintiff knows or reasonably should know of last

injury or last predicate act in pattern of racketeering

activity is not proper interpretation of RICO such

rule would significantly extend limitations period

contrary to basic objective underlying limitations

periods and contrary to purpose behind civil RICO

of encouraging potential private plaintiffs diligently

to investigate and such rule is inconsistent with

ordinary Clayton Act rule under which cause of

action accrues when defendant commits act that

injures plaintiffs business abrogating Kerr/one

Ins Co Hong/i/on 863 2d 1125 C.A..3 1988

Clayton Act 48 as amended 15 .S.CA 15b

I8US.C.A.H964c.

L.imitation of Actions 581
241k58l Most Cited Cases

Limitation of Actions 9517

241k95l7 Most Cited Cases

Antitrust and Trade Regulation 970

29Tk970 Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k289

Antitrust law provides that in case of continuing

violation say price-fixing conspiracy ihat brings

about series of unlawfully high-priced sales over

period of years each overt act that is part of

violation and that injures plaintiff eg each sale to

plaintiff starts statutory period running again

regardless of plaintiffs knowledge of alleged

illegality at much earlier times but commission of

separate new overt act generally does not permit

plaintiff to recover for injury caused by old overt

acts outside limitations period. Clayton Act 48

as amended 15 S.CA l5b.

Limitation of Actions 1041

241k104l Most Cited Cases

Plaintiff must have exercised reasonable diligence in

trying to discover his or her civil Racketeer

Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act RICO
claim in order to rely upon fraudulent

concealment doctrine to toll limitations period or

estop defendant from asserting limilations defense

Clayton Act 48 as amended IS S.C.A l5b

18 U.S..C.A 1964c
1985 Syllabus

FNt The syllabus constitutes no part of the opinion

of the Court but has been prepared by the Reporter

of Decisions for the convenience of the reader See

tin/red Suites Detroit Thnber umber Gb. 200

Us .321 337 26 5Cr 282 287. 50 LEd 499

The Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt

Organizations Act RICO makes it crime to
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conduct an enterprises affairs through pattern
of

racketeering activity
18 U.S.C 1962c

pattern requires
at least two acts of racketeering

activity the last of which occurred within 10 years

after the commission of prior act 19615

person injured by violation of RICOs criminal

provisions may recover treble damages and

attorneys
fees in civil RICO action 1954c

but civil actions are subject to the 4-year limitations

period in 4B of the Clayton
Act--the statute of

limitations governing private
civil antitrust actions

seeking treble damages Agency Holding Carp

Malley-Driff
Associates Inc 483 US 143 156

107 5Cr. 2759 2767 97 LEO2d 12L The

petit ionets Klehr filed civil RICO action against

respondents hereinafter
1-larvestore in August

1993 claiming that their injuty began in 1974

when they purchased
Harvestore-brand silo for

their dairy farm based on Harvestores false

representations
that it would prevent moldy and

fermented cattle feed thereby producing
healthier

cows more milk and higher profit In fact the

feed became moldy and fermented and both milk

production and profits declined They added that

1-larvestore committed other predicate acts

consisting of repeated misrepresentations
to the

Klehrs and to others and sales to others over many

years Harvestore moved to dismiss on he ground

that the limitations period had run because the

Klehrs claim had accrued before August 1989 and

no special legal
doctrine applied to toll the running

of the limitations period or to estop 1-larvestore from

asserting statute of limitations defense The

Klehrs responded that because Harvestore had taken

affirmative 5tep5 to conceal its fraud they did not

become sufficiently suspicious to investigate
the silo

and to discover the mold until 1991. The District

Court found the Klehrs lawsuit untimely
The

Eighth Circuit affirmed holding that civil RICO

action accrues as soon as the plaintiff discovers or

reasonably should discover both the existence and

source of his injury
and that the injury is part of

pattern
and that the Klehrs had suffered one single

continuous injury sometime in the 1970s which

they should have discovered well before August

1989 The Circuit refused to toll the running of the

statute on fraudulent concealment theory

because among other things the Klehrs had not

been sufficiently diligent 18O in discovering

1986 their cIaim Like the Eighth Circuit some

Circuits apply an injury and pattern discovery

civil RICO accrual rule others apply an injury

discovery rule under which the statute begins to

run when the plaintiff knows or reasonably should

know of his injury and the Third Circuit applies

last predicate
act rule under which the statute

begins to run when the plaintiff knows or reasonably

should know of the last injury or last predicate act in

the pattern
whether or not the plaintiff himself has

suffered any injury from that last act

Held

The last predicate
act rule is not an appropriate

interpretation
of RICO Pp.

1989-1992

Only the Third Circuits accrual rule can help

the Klehrs For purposes
of assessing its

lawfulness this Court assumes that the rule means

that as long as Harvestore committed one predicate

act within die limitations period the Klehrs can

recover not just for any harm caused by that late-

committed act but for all the harm caused by all the

acts that make up the total pattern that the Klehrs

can show at least one such late-committed act and

that they are knowledgeable
about the pattern

1989

The rule is unlawful for two reasons First

because series of predicate acts can continue

indefinitely
it creates longer limitations period

than Congress
could have contemplated in conflict

with basic

limitations periods See eg Wilson Garcia

471 US 261 271 105 SCt 1938 1944 85

Ed2d 254 1985 Civil RICO has no

compensatory objective warranting so significant an

extension of the limitations period and civil RICOs

further purpose--encouraging
potential private

plaintiffs diligently to investigate see Ma/fey-Duff

483 U.S at 151 107 SCt at 754_2765--suggests

the contrary
RICO5 criminal limitations period

which runs from the most recent predicate act does

not provide an apt analogy
or civil RICO actions

Id at 155-156 107 S.Ct at 2766-2767 Second

the rule is inconsistent with 4B of the Clayton

Act under which cause of action accrues

when defendant commits an act that injures

plaintiffs
business Zenith Radio aip

Hazeltine Research Inc 401 US 321 338 91

SCt. 795 806 28 LEd.2d 77 The Clayton Act

analogy is generally
useful in civil RICO cases

since Congress consciously patterned
civil RICO

after that Act and since by the time civil RICO was

2006 ThomsonfWest No Claim to Orig U.S Govt Works Wiw
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enacted the Clayton Acts accrual rule was well

established. The Clayton Act accrual rule may not

apply without modification in every civil RICO

case. However in this case the petitioners knew of

the facts underlying their cause of action and thus

the Clayton Act rule makes clear precisely where

and how the Third Circuits rule goes too far. The

lclehrs invoke the separate accrual civil RICO rule

181 adopted by some Circuits which is similar to

the continuing violation doctrine in antitrust in

that the commission of separate new predicate act

within the 4-year limitations period permits

plaintiff to recover for the additional damages that

act caused Under the separate
accrual rule

however the plaintiff cannot use an independent

new act as bootstrap to recover for injuries caused

by other predicate acts that took place outside the

limitations period. See tg. Grinnnett Brcmvn

75 E3d 506 513 C.A9 1996 Thus acts taking

place after August 1989 do nor help the Klehrs for

they have not shown any additional damages and

the Third Circuit rule is incorrect insofar as it would

allow the presence of new act to help them recover

for injuries caused by pre-1989 acts. This case also

does not present the kind of special
circumstance in

which courts might permit plaintiffs to recover for

injuries that were so speculative or unprovable at the

time of Harvestores unlawful act that starting the

limitations period when the act first caused injury

would have left the Klehrs without relief. Zenith

cupra at 339-340 91 S.Ct at 806-807

distinguished. Pp. 1989- 1991.

Resolving the conflicts among the various

discovery accrual rules used by other Circuits would

not affect the outcome of this case as the

petitioners civil RICO claim is barred under the

most liberal accrual rule as applied by the Eighth

Circuit. There is no clear or obvious error in the

Eighth Circuits application of its injury and

pattern discovery rule and it is beyond the scope
of

the 41987 writ to reconsider whether the Klehrs

reasonably should have discovered the silos flaws

before 1989 Pp. 1991- 1992.

plaintiff who is not reasonably diligent in

trying to discover his civil RICO cause of action

may not rely upon fraudulent concealment to toll

the limitations period or to estop defendant from

asserting limitations defense This requirement is

uniformly supported by relevant authority in the

related antitrust context where the fraudulent

concealment doctrine is invoked fairly ofren And

while those couns that do not require reasonable

diligence in contexts other than antitrust cases have

said that the doctrine is concerned only with

defendants behavior that is nor the case with

respect to antitrust or civil RICO. In both of these

contexts private civil actions seek not only to

compensate
victims but also to encourage those

victims diligently to investigate and thereby to

uncover unlawful activity. See Mallev-Dlff rupa

at 151 107 Ct at 27642765. The Klehrs Iàct

based question whether the Eighth Circuit properly

applied the due diligencer requirement to the

evidentiary materials before it is beyond the scope of

this Courts writ. Pp 1992-1994..

87 F.3d 231 CA.8 1996 affirmed.

182 BREYER delivered the opinion
of the

Court in which REI-INQU1ST Ci and

STEVENS OCONNOR KENNEDY SOUTER

and GINSBURG JJ. joined. SCALIA filed an

opinion concurring in part and concurring in the

judgment in which THOMAS J. joined part. p.

1994.

Charles A. Bird Rochester MN for petitioners.

Bruce J. Ennis Jr. Washington DC for

respondents

Justice BREYER delivered the opinion of the

Court.

The petition in this case asked us to consider two

aspects
of statute of limitations law One

concems the date upon which civil action accrues

under the Rackateer Influenced and Corrupt

Organization Act and the limitations period stans to

run. The other concerns fraudulent concealment

doctrine that extends the rime for plaintiff to file

suit. In respect to the first we focus upon and

disapprove an accrual rule followed in the Third

Circuit called the last predicate act ule In

respect to the second we hold that plaintiff may

nor rely upon fraudulent concealment unless he

has been reasonably diligent in trying to discover his

cause of action

183

The Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt

Organizations Act RICO 18 U.S.C. 1961-1968

2006 Thomson/West No Claim to Orig. S. Govt. Works.
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among other things makes it crime to conduct

an enterprises affairs through pattern
of

racketeering activity. 962c The phrase

racketeering activity is term of art defined in

terms of activity that violates other laws including

more than 50 specifically mentioned federal statutes

which forbid for example murder-for-hire

extortion and various kinds of fraud 19611

The word pattern is also term of art defined to

require at least two acts of racketeering activity

the last of which occurred within ten years after

the commission of prior act of racketeering

activity ii 19615

special RICO provision--commonly known as

civil RICO--permits person injured in his

business or property by reason of violation of

RICOs criminal provisions to recover treble

damages and attorneys fees 1964c RICO

does not say what limitations period governs
the

filing of civil RICO claims But in Agency Holding

Carp Malley-Duff Associates Thc 483 US
143 156 107 SQ 2759 276797 LEd.2d 121

1987 this Court held that civil RICO actions are

subject to the 4-year limitations period contained in

4B of the Clayton Act Antitrust as added by 69

Stat 283 and as amended 15 US..C. 15b--the

statute of limitations that governs private civil

antitrust actions seeking treble damages

t1988 Marvin and Mary Klehr the petitioners

here are dairy farmers They filed this civil RICO

action on August 27 1993 claiming that AD.

Smith Corporation and .0 Smith 1-larvestore

Products Inc whom we shall simply call

I-larvestore had committed several acts of mail

and wire fraud 18 U..S..C 1341 1343 thereby

violating RICO and causing them injury Their

injury they said hegan in 1974 when Flarvestore

sold them special Harvestore brand silo which

they used for storing cattle feed The Klehrs

alleged that they bought the silo in reliance on

Harvestore representations made through

advertisements and local 184 dealer that the silo

would limit the amount of oxygen in contact with

the silage thus preventing moldy and fermented

feed and thereby producing healthier cows more

milk and higher profits The representations they

claim were false the silo did not keep oxygen

away from the feed the feed became moldy and

fermented the cows ate the bad feed and milk

production and profits went down They add that

l-larvestore committed other acts--consisting

primarily of additional representations
made to them

and to others and sales made to others--over period

of many years
after 1974

Harvestore pointing out that the Klehrs had filed

suit almost 20 years after they had bought the silo

moved to dismiss the lawsuit on die ground that the

limitations period had long since run The Klehrs

could not file suit Harvestore said unless their

claim had accrued within the four years prior to

filing /..e after August 25 1989 or unless some

special legal doctrine nonetheless tolled the running

of the limitations period or estopped Harvestore

from asserting statute of limitations defense See

Holtnberg Arnbreclzl 327 U.S 392 396-397 66

Ct 582 584-585 90 LEd 743 1946 Bailey

Glove 21 Wall 342 349-350 22 LEd 636

1874 Coda Batter Healrltcare Gorp 920 2d

446 450-451 CA.7 1990 ccii denied 501 U.S

1261 lllS.Ct-2916 115 L.Ed..2d 10791991

The Klehrs responded by producing evidentiary

material designed to support legal justification for

the late filing Essentially they claimed that

l-larvestore had covered up its fraud--preventing

them from noticing the silos malfunction--for

example by means of an unloading device that hid

the mold by chopping up the feed instantly as it

emerged through
continued dealer

misrepresentations with advertisements that tried to

convince farmers that warm brown molasses-

smelling feed was not fermented feed hut good

feed and even by hanging on the silo itself plaque

that said

DANGER
DO NOT ENTER

NOT ENOUGH OXYGEN
TO SUPPORT 1.1 FE1

185 Not until 1991 say the Klehrs did they

become sufficiently suspicious to investigate the

silo at which time by opening the silo wall and

chopping through the feed with an ice chisel they

discovered mold hanging all over the silage

Brief for Petitioners 16

The District Court after examining the Klehrs

evidence found their lawsuit untimely The Eighth

Circuit affirmed the dismissal and said that civil

RICO action accrues

as soon as the plaintiff discovers or reasonably

2006 Thomson/West No Claim to Orig. U.S Govt Works
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should have discovered both the existence and

source of his injury and that the injury is part of

pattern 87 F..3d 231 238 1996 quoting

s.sociation of Commonwealth claimants

Moylan 71 E3d 1398 1402 C.A.8 1995

After examining the Klehrs evidence de novo the

Circuit held that they failed to satisfy the standard

It said they had suffered one single continuous

injury sometime in the 1970s and that they

should have discovered the existence and source of

injury as well as any related pattern well

before August 1989 87 F..3d at 239. The Circuit

refused to find fraudulent concealment because

among other things the Klehrs had not been

sufficiently diligenit Id at 238 239 11

We granted cettiorari in this case to consider the

Klehrs claim in light of split of authority among

the Courts of Appeals Two other Circuits like the

Eighth Circuit here have applied forms of an

injury and pattern discovery civil RICO accrual

rule Biven.s Gardens Office Building inc

Barnett Bank 906 F.2d 1546 1554-1555 CAll
1990 9939 cert denied 500 U.S 910 111

5.0 1695 114 Ed..2d 89 1991 Barn

Busixkin Cairns Gaines Jonas 913 F2d 817

820 C.A .10 1990 Other Circuits have applied

forms of an injury discovery rule i.e without

the pattern See Grinmeit Brown 75 3d

506 511 CA 1996 cert dismd as

improvidently granted 519 U.S 233 117 S..Ct.

759 136 L..Ed.2d 674 1997 McCool Strata

Oil co 972 F.2d 1452 1464-1465 C..A7 1992

Rodriguez Banco Gentral 917 186 F.2d 664

665-666 A. 1990 Bankers Trust Co

Rhoades 859 F.2d 1096 1102 C.A.2 1988 cert

denied 490 U.S 1007 109 S.Ct 1642 1643 104

L.Ed.2d 158 1989 Pocahonta.s Supreme Coal Go

Bethlehem Steel Corp. 828 F.2d 211 220

C.A.4 1987 see also Riddell Riddell

Washington Corp. 866 2d 1480 1489-1490

C.A.D.C 1989 assuming but not deciding that

injury discovery rule applies. One court the

Third Circuit has applied last predicate act rule

which we shall discuss below We also agreed to

decide the Klehrs argument
that reasonable

diligence is not necessary component of the

doctrine of fraudulent concealment

For reasons we shall describe we affirm the

judgment of the Court oF Appeals

II

Ill We shall first discuss the Third Circuits accrual

rule--the last predicate act rule--for it is the only

accrual rule that can help the Klehrs Like the

Eighth Circuit the Third Circuit believes that the

limitations period starts to run when plaintiff knew

or should have known that the RICO claim

including pattern of racketeering activity

existed but the Third Circuit has added an

important exception which it states as follows

as part of the same pattern
of racketeering

activity there is further injury to the plaintiff or

further predicate acts occur the accrual period

shall run from the time when the plaintiff knew or

should have known of the last injury or the last

predicate act which is part of the same pattern of

racketeering activity. The last predicate act need

not have resulted in injury to the plaintiff but must

be part of the same pattern Ke stone ins Co is

1-Joughton 863 F.2d 1125 1130 1988
For purposes

of assessing the rules lawfulness we

assume as do the Klehrs that this rule means that as

long as 187 1-larvestore committed one predicate

act within the limitations period i. the four years

preceding suit the Klehrs can recover not just for

any added harm caused them by that late-conirriirted

act but for all the harm caused them by all the acts

that make up the total pattern We also assume

that they can show at least one such late-committed

act Finally we note that the point of difference

between the Third Circuit and the other Circuits has

nothing to do with the plaintiffs state of mind or

knowledge. It concerns only the accrual

consequences of late-committed act

Consequently we can consider the merits of the rule

on the simp1iing assumption that the plaintiff is

perfectly knowledgeable

We conclude that the Third Circuits rule is not

proper interpretation of the law We have two

basic reasons. First as several other Circuits have

pointed out the last predicate act rule creates

limitations period that is longer than Congress could

have contemplated Because series of predicate

acts including acts occurring at up to 10-year

intervals can continue indefinitely such an

interpretation in principle lengthens the limitations

period dramatically It thereby conflicts with

basic objective--tepose-- that underlies limitations

periods See Wilson Garcia 471 261 271

105 S..Ct 1938 1944 85 L.Ed.2d 254 1985

Page
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citing Adainc Woodc Crunch 336 342

Ed 297 1805 Crown coik Seal Cofl

Parker 462 U.S .345 352 103 S.Ct 2392 2396-

2397 76 L..Ed.2d 628 1983 Indeed the rule

would permit plaintiffs who know of the defendants

pattern of activity simply to wait sleeping on their

rights ibid. as the pattern continues and treble

damages accumulate perhaps bringing suit only

long after the memories of witnesses have faded or

evidence is lost Wilson supra at 271 105 S.Ct

at 1944. We cannot find in civil RiCO 1990

compensatory objective that would warrant so

significant an extension of the limitations period

and civil RICOs further purpose--encouraging

potential private plaintiffs diligently to investigate

see Malley-Duff 483 U.S. at 151 107 S.Ct at

2764-2765--suggests the contrary.

188 We recognize that RiCOs criminal statute of

limitations runs from the last i.e the most recent

predicate act But there are significant differences

between civil and criminal RICO aciions and this

Court has held that criminal RICO does not provide

an apt analogy Id. at 155- 156 107 5Cr at

2766-2767 declining to apply criminal RICOs 5-

year statute of limitations to civil RICO actions and

noting competing equities unique to civil RICO

actions or indeed any other federal civil remedy

Second the Third Circuit rule is inconsistent with

the ordinary Clayton Act rule applicable in private

antitrust treble damages actions under which

caUse of action accrues and the statute begins to run

when defendant commits an act that injures

plaintiffs business Zenith Radio Corp

Hazel/me Research Inc 401 U.S 321 338 91

S.Ct. 795 806 28 L.Ed.2d 77 1971 Connors

Hallmark Son Coal Co 935 F.2d 336 342

10 CA.D..C.1991 Corman Limitation of

Actions 6.5.5.1 449 1991 hereinafter

Cornian Areeda Fl Hovenkamp Antitrust

Law 338b 145 revS ed 1995 hereinafter

Areeda We do not say that pure injury accrual

rule always applies without modification in the civil

RICO setting in the same way that it applies in

traditional antitrust cases For example civil R1CO

requires not just single act but rather pattern

of acts Furthermore there is some debate as to

whether the running of the limitations period

depends on the plaintiffs awareness of certain

elements of the cause of action As we said earlier

however for purposes of evaluating the Third

Circuits rule we can assume knowledgeable parties.

Hence the special problems associated with

discovery rule see Pan lI-B infra are not at issueS

And we believe in these circumstances the Clayton

Act analogy is helpful

In Malfev-Dzdj this Court indicated why the

analogy is useful. It concluded

that there is need for uniform statute of

limitations for civil RICO that the Clayton Act

clearly provides far closer analogy than any

available state statute and 189 that the federal

policies that lie behind RICO and the practicalities

of RICO litigation make the selection of the 4-year

statute of limitations for Clayton Act actions .. the

most appropriate limitations period for RICO

actions 483 U.S at 156 107 S.Ct at 2767

citing 15 U.S.C 15b
The Court left open the accrual question But it

did not rule out the use of Clayton Act analogy

As the Court has explained Congress consciously

patterned civil RICO after the Clayton Act 483

U.S at 150.151 107 5.0 at 2764-2765

comparing 15 U.S.C 15a with 18 U.S

1964c see also Sedinta P.Ri Inirex Co
473 U.S 479 489 105 S.Cr..3275 3281 87

L..Ed.2d 346 1985 And by the time civil RICO

was enacted the Clayton Acts accrual rule was well

established See Cnwtmer Co DuPont 223

F.2d 238 247-248 C.A.5 cert denied 350 US
848 76 S.Ct. 85 100 L.Ed 755 1955 Foster

Kleiser Co Special Site Sign to 85 .2d 742

750-751 CA.9 1936 cert denied 299 U.S 613

57 S.Ct 315 81 LEd 452 1937 Bluq7elds S.S

Co United Fruit Co 243 20 C.A.3 1917

The Clayton Act helps here because it makes

clear precisely where and how the Third Circuits

rule goes too far Antitrust law provides that in

the case of continuing violation say price-

fixing conspiracy that brings about series of

unlawfully high priced sales over period of years

each oven act that is part of the violation and that

injures the plaintiff e.g each sale to the plaintiff

starts the statutory period running again regardless

of the plaintiffs knowledge of the alleged illegality

at much earlier times Areeda 3.38b at 145

footnote omitted see also Zenith upia at 3.38

91 S.Ct at 806 Hanover Shoe inc United

Shoe Machinery Corp 392 U.S 481 502 15

88 S.Ct 2224 2236 15 20 L.Ed.2d 1231

2006 Thomson/West. No Claim 10 Orig U.S Govt Works
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1968 DXS Inc Siemens Medical ystenrs

Inc 100 E3d 462 467 CA 1996 But the

commission of separate new overt 9991 act

generally does not permit the plaintiff to recover for

the injury caused by old overt acts outside the

limitations period. Zenith .supra at 338 91 .Ct

at 806 Pennsylvania Dental Ascii Medical Sen

4ssn 815 F.2d 270 278 CA cert denied 484

U.S 851 108 S.Ct 153 98 LEd2d 109 1987

I-iennegan Pacifico creative Serv Inc 787 .2d

1299 190 1300 C.A9 cert denied 479 U.S

886 107 Ct 279 93 L...Ed.2d 254 1986
National Souvenir Center Historic Figures Inc.

728 F.2d 503 509 C.A..D..CJ cert denied sub

non G.M Iberman Enterprises Inc I-li static

Figures Inc 469 825 105 5.0 103 83

Ed.2d 48 1984 Imperial Point Colonnades

andoininiun Inc. Mangurian 549 F..2d 1029

1034-1035 C.A.5 1977 Cruninier Co supra at

247-248. Cl Areeda 338b at 149

Similarly some Circuits have adopted separate

accrual rule in civil RICO cases under which the

commission of separable new predicate act within

4- year limitations period permits plaintiff to

recover for the additional damages caused by that

act But as in the antitrust cases the plaintiff

cannot use an independent new predicate act as

bootstrap to recover for injuries caused by other

earlier predicate acts that took place outside the

limitations period See e.g Grininett 75 F.3d

at 512-514 McCbol Strata Oil Co 972 F2d at

1465-1466 and 10 Bivens Gardens Office

Building Inc Dame Bank 906 2d at 1552

State Fann Mu. Auto Ins Co Ainnann

828 F.2d C.A.9 1987 Kennedy

concurring But see Binglzain Zolt 66 F3d

553 560 C.A.2 1995 citing Bankers Trust 859

F.2d at 1103 Thus the Klehrs may point to new

predicate acts that took place after August 1989

such as sales to other farmers or the printing of new

l4arvestore advertisements But that fact does not

help them for as the Court of Appeals pointed out

they have not shown how any new act could have

caused them harm over and above the harm that the

earlier acts caused 87 3d at 239 Nor can the

presence of the new act help them recover for the

injuries caused by pre-1 989 acts for it is in this

respect that we find the Third Circuits rule

incorrect

Petitioners also point to Zenith case in which this

Court considered antitrust damages that wete so

speculative or unprovable 401 U.S at 339 91

Ct at 806 at the time of defendants unlawful

act and plaintiffs
initial injury that to follow the

normal accrual rule starting the limitations period at

the 191 point the act first causes injury would

have left the plaintiff
without reliel This Court

held that in such case claim for the injuries that

had been speculative would accrue when those

injuries occurred even though the act that caused

them had taken place more than four years earlier

Id at 339-340 91 S.Ct at 806-807. This case

does not help the petitioners here however for their

injuries--the harm to their farm--have always been

specific and calculable

We recognize that our holding in Part Il-A does not

resolve other conflicts among the Circuits For

example thc Circuits have applied discoverf

accrual rules which extend accrual periods for

plaintiffs who could not reasonably obtain certain

key items of information The use of discovery

rule may reflect the fact that high percentage of

civil RICO cases unlike typical antitrust cases

involve fraud claims See Sedina .supra at 499

16 105 S.Ct at 3286 16 most civil RICO

claims involve underlying fraud offense A.

Mathews Weissman Sturc Civil RICO

Litigation 1-6 2d ed 1992 citing Report of the

Ad Hoc Civil RICO Task Force of the ABA Section

of Corporation Banking and Busincss Law 24.3

1985 as of 1985 approximately 90% of civil

RICO cases resulting in published
decision

involved mail wire or securities fraud as

predicate offense cf Connors 935 F.2d at .342

federal courts generally apply discovery accrual

rule when statute does not call for different rule

Corman 65.5.1 at 449 same Moreover

different Circuits have applied discovery accrual

rules that differ one from the other in important

ways Compare e.g. Bankers Trust supra at

1103 civil RICO cause of action accrues when the

plaintiff discovers or should have discovered his

injury with 87 F.3d at 238 civil RICO cause of

action accrues when in addition 9992 plaintiff

discovers or should have discovered the source of

injury and pattern

192 We further realize that contrary to our

assumption in Part Il-A supra where we discussed

legal issue in respect to which knowledge was
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irrelevant the Klehrs did claim that they lacked

knowledge of the faulty silo--the source of their

injury
But that particular

lack of knowledge

claim does not require us to consider the various

discovery nile differences among the Circuits

because the Klehrs failed the knowledge test that

favors them the most--the Eighth Circuits injury

plus source plus pattern rule That rule would have

found the Klehrs action timely had it not been the

case that the Klehrs reasonably should have

discovered all of those elements prior to 1989 87

F..3d at 239 If the Klehrs cannot fit their case

through the Eighth Circuits larger hole they cannot

squeeze
it through smaller one

In addition the major difference among the

Circuits--whether discovery rule includes

knowledge about pattern--is clearly not at issue

here Harvestore marketed and sold its oxygen-

limiting silos far many years
before the Klehrs

purchased theirs and the Klehrs have not claimed

lack of knowledge of pattern Nor has anyone

argued any other legal differences among the

Circuits various tests that would affect the outcome

in this case

In these circumstances we believe we should not

consider differences among the various discovety

accrual rules used by the Circuits The legal

questions involved may be subtle and difficulL

Compare Id at 238 claim accrues with discovery

of existence and source of injury plus pattern with

Bivens Gardens supra at 1554 claim accrues with

discovery of injury and pattern see also Cada 920

2d at 451 describing differences among various

discovery rules and doctrines of equitable tolling

and equitable esroppel And the facts of this

case do not force focused argument as to how the

traditional Clayton Act injury accrual rule

principlcs
of equitable tolling and doctrincs of

equitable estoppel should interact in circumstances

where the application of one or another of these

different limitations doctrines would 193 make

significant legal difference To say this is not as

the concurrence claims to advocate mix-and-

match statute of limitations theory Post 1996

Rather it is to recognize that the Clayton

Acts express statute of limitations does not

necessarily provide all the answers We shall at

the very least wait for case that clearly presents

these or related issues providing an opportunity for

full argument before we attempt to resolve them

Finally the Kiehrs have asked us to review the

Eighth Circuits application
of its rule in this case

Doing so would involve examining an evidentiary

record of several thousand pages to determine the

validity of the independent conclusion 01 each of

two lower courts that the Klehrs should reasonably

have discovered the silos flaws before 1989 and

that reasonable factfinder could not conclude to the

contrary That conclusion is highly fact based

depending not only upon how much mold the Klehrs

noticed in their silage and when but also upon such

matters as the effect of the Klehrs failure to consult

the herd performance
records they were

continuously sent and whether their having done so

would have led them to tell veterinarians more

revealing story to question
Harvestors

representatives more fully or to invcstigate the silo

sooner. See 87 F..3d at 234 We have no reason

to believe that there is any very obvious or

exceptional error below. And our writ of certiorari

commits us to decide only the purely legal question

whether or not claim accrues where the

Respondent
continues to commit predicate

acts in

the 4-year period immediately preceding
suit Pet

for Cert We have answered that question in Part

Il-A And we shall not go beyond the writs

question to reexamine the fact-based rule-application

issue that the Klehrs now raise and which the

Eighth Circuit decided in l-larvestores favor

III

Our writ of certiorari contained one further

question namely whether

194 affirmative continuing acts of fraud

coupled with active cover up
of the fraud 1993

act to equitably
toll the statute of limitations

whether or not Petitioners have exercised

reasonable diligence to discover their claim Ibid

emphasis added

This question
refers to the doctrine of fraudulent

concealment which some courts have said

equitably
tolls the running of limitations period

see e.g Grimnielt 75 F.3d at 514 while orhcr

courts have said it is form of equitable estoppel

see e.g Wolin Smith Barney hc 83 3d 847

852 C.A.7 1996 Regardless the question

presented here fOcuses upon relevant difference

among the Circuits in respect to the requirement of

reasonable diligence on thc part of the plaintiff

Some Circuits have held that when plaintiff
does

not in fact know of defendants unlawful

activity and when the defcndant takes affirmative
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steps to conceal that unlawful activity those

circumstances are sufficient to toll the limitations

period or to estop the defendant from asserting

limitations defense irrespective of vliat the plaintiff

should have known. See e.g id at 852-853

Other courts have held that plaintiff who has not

exercised reasonable diligence may not benefit from

the doctrine See e.g Wood thrpenter 101

US 135 143 25 LEd 807 1879 Bailey 21

Wall. at 349-350 22 LEd 636 Geils Band

Employee Benefit Plan Smith Barney Shearson

mc 76 F3d 1245 1252-1255 CA.l 1996

diligence required for fraudulent concealment under

federal law Ui/and Merrell -Dow

Phainiaceuticals Inc 822 2d 1268 1273-1274

CA3 1987 same with respect to Pennsylvania

law see also Corman at 56-57 60-61

64-66

We limit our consideration of the question to

the context of civil RICO In that context we

conclude that reasonable diligence does matter

and plaintiff who is not reasonably diligent may

not assert fraudulent concealment We reach this

conclusion for two reasons First in the related

antitrust context where the fraudulent

concealment doctrineis 195 invoked fairly often

relevant authority uniformly supports the

requirement. Professor Areeda says for example

that concealment requirement is satisfied only

if the plaintiff shows that he neither knew nor in

the exercise of due diligence could reasonably have

known the offense Areeda 338 at 152

see also Scher Antitrust Adviser 10.27 p.
10-

62 4th ed 1995 We have found many antitrust

cases that say the same and none that says the

contrary See e.g Conmar Corp Mitsui

Co 858 EM 499 502 C.A9 1988 cert. denied

sub nom. VSL Corp v. Gonmar Corp 488 U.S.

1010 109 S.Ct. 795 102 L.Ed.2d 786 1989
Texas Allan Constr. Co 851 F.2d 1526 1533

C.A.5 1988 Pinney Dock Transport Co

Penn Central Corp 838 F..2d 1445 1465 CA.6
cert denied sub noin Pinney Dock Transport

Co v. Norfolk Western Cofl 488 U.S 880

109 Ct 196 102 L.Ed.2d 166 l98 New York

Hendrickson Bros Inc 840 F.2d 1065 1083

C.A cert. denied 488 U.S 848 109 S.Ct 128

102 Ed2d 101 1988 Berkson Del Monte

Corp 743 F.2d 53 56 C.A.l 1984 cert denied

470 U.S. 1056 105 SQ. 1765 84 L..Ed.2d 826

1985 Charlotte Telecacters Inc Jefferson-

Pilot Corp 546 F.2d 570 574 C..A.4 1976

Second those courts that do not require reasonable

diligence have said that the traudulent

concealment doctrine seeks to punish defendants

for affirmative discrete acts of concealment the

behavior of plaintiffs is consequently irrelevant

See Wolin supra at 852 Robertson Seidnian

SeWinan 609 F.2d 583 593 C.A.2 1979 ci

Urland .supra at 1280-1281 Becker

dissenting Whether or not that is so in the legal

contexts at issue in those cases which were not

antitrust cases it is not so in respect either to

antitrust or to civil RICO Rather in both ol those

latter contexts private civil actions seek not only to

compensate
victims but also to encourage those

victims themselves diligently to investigate and

thereby to uncover unlawful activity See Mallev

Duff 483 U.S. at 151 107 SCt at 2764-2765

That being so we cannot say that the fraudulent

concealment is concerned only with the behavior of

defendants For that reason and in light of the

196 consensus of authority we conclude that

fraudulent concealment in the context of civil

RICO embodies due diligence requirement

1994 In their brief on the merits petitioners have

asked us to examine whether the Eighth Circuit

properly applied the due diligence requirement to

the evidentiary materials before it That fact-based

question however is beyond the scope of our writ

and fOr reasons similar to those discussed earlier

see .supra at 1992 we shall not consider it

The judgment of the Court of Appeals is

A/finned

Justice SCALIA with whom Justice THOMAS

joins concurring in part and concurring in the

judgment

Twice this Tenn we have received full briefing and

heard oral argument on the question of when civil

Rackateer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act

RICO cause of action accrues when we rise for

our summer recess the question will remain

unanswered We did not reach it in Grinuneit

Brown 519 U.S 233 117 SCt 759 136 L.Ed.2d

674 1997 because we dismissed the writ of

certiorari as improvidently granted And we do not

reach it today for no particular reason except
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timidity--declining to say what the correct accrual

rule is but merely rejecting the only one of the four

candidates under which these petitioners

could recover We thus leave reduced but

unresolved the well-known split in authority that

prompted us to take this case There will remain in

effect in some Circuits one of the three remaining

accrual rules--the one that their Courts of Appeals or

District Courts have adopted in the remaining

Circuits litigants will have to 197 guess which of

the three to follow and in all of the Circuits no one

will know for sure which rule is right--until at

some future date we receive briefing and argument

third or fourth time and finally summon up
the

courage to unravel as one commentator has put it

the mess that characterizes civil RICO accrual

decisions Abrams Crime Legislation and the

Public Interest Lessons from Civil RICO 50 SMU

L.Rev 33 701996

EN The Cnurs opinion could be read ro suggest

that there are only three different possible accrual

rules--last predicate act injury discovery and injury

and panern discovery See ante at 1988-1989

199 1-1992. ln fact as is alluded to in its rejection

of the Third Circuits last predicate act rule see

ante at 1990 there is fourth accrual rulethe

Clayton Act injury rule

Worse still the reason the Court gives for

tegarding the accrual issue as too complex subtle

and difficult ante at 1992 to be decided on only

the second try is reason that implicates the merits

and that in my view gets the merits wrong One

cannot the Court says leap impetuously to the

conclusion that the antitrust injury accrual rule

applies rather than discovery accrual rule

bØcausØ civil RICO cases are unlike antitrust cases

in that high percentage of them involve fraud

claims Ante at 1991 This erases it seems to me
the one clear path back out of the current forest of

confusion which is the proposition that RICO is

sinti tar to the Ctayton Act This is the proposition

that caused us to adopt the Clayton Act statute of

limitations in the first place specifically rejecting

the argument
the Court now finds plausible that the

preponderance of fraud claims under RICO makes

the Clayton Act an inappropriate model We said

the similarity was close enough Although the

large majority of civil R1CO complaints use ffraudj

as the required predicate offenses not insignificant

number of complaints allege criminal activity of

type generally associated with profbssional criminals

such as arson bribery theft and political

corruption Agency Holding Corp. Malley-Duff

As.rociates Inc 483 U.S 143 149 107 5.0

2759 2763-2764 97 Ed.2d 121 1987 rejecting

for this reason the use of state-law fraud statutes of

limitations. Elsewhere in todays opinion

curiously enough the Court is quite willing to say

that what is good for antitrust is good for RICO--

even with respect to matter much more intimately

connected with fraud than the accrual rule namely

whether 198 invocation of the fraudulent

concealment rule requires reasonable diligence

on the plaintiffs part
On this point the Court

finds arguments
taken from the related antitrust

context entirely persuasive Ante at 1993 Apart

from that illogical reliance it seems to me also

illogical even to resolve the question whether

statute should be toiled by fraudulent concealment

without having resolved the 1995 antecedent

question of when the statute begins to run

Similarly the Court relies heavily on the antitrust

injury accrual rule in its analysis rejecting the rhird

Circuits last predicate act rule Ante at 1990-1991

would resolve the Circuit split we granted

certiorari to consider and would hold that of the

four main accrual rules injury injury discovery

injury and pattern discovery and last predicate act

the appropriate accrual rule is the Clayton Act

injury rule--the cause of action accrues and the

statute begins to run when defendant commits an

act that injures plaintiffs business Zenith Radio

Corp. Hazettine Research Inc 401 U.S .321

.338 91 S.Ct. 795 806 28 L.Ed2d 77 1971

referring of course to an act that violates the

governing statute In Mallev-Du.ff we held that the

appropriate statute of limitations for civil RICO

actions is the 4-year limitations period found in the

Clayton Act We reasoned that RICO was patterned

after the Clayton Act 483 us at 150 107 S.Ct

at 2764 and that the purpose structure and aims of

the two schemes were quite similar Id. at 15 1-152

107 SCt at 2764-2765 Although we

expressly acknowledgedin J99 Matlev-Dqff that we

ha no occasion to decide the appropriate time of

accrual for RICO claim id at 157 107 s.Ct at

2767-2768 it takes no profound analysis to figure

out what that decision must be Presumably the

accrual standards developed by the lower federal

courts in civil antitrust litigation should be

equally applicable to civil enforcement RICO
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actions Cornian Limitation of Actions

6.5.5.1 pp 447-448 1991

FN2 Both RICO and the Clayton Act are designed

to remedy economic injury by providing for the

recovery of treble damages costs and attorneys

fees Both statutes bring to hear the pressure of

private attorneys general on serious national

problem for which public prosecmorial iesources are

deemed inadequate the mechanism chosen to reach

the objective in both the Clayton Act and RICO is

the carrot of treble damages Moreover both

statutes aim to compensate the same type of injury

each requires that plaintiff show injury in his

business or property by reason or violation 483

US.at 151 107 5Cr at 2764

We have said that any period of limitation .. is

understood fully only in the context of the various

circumstances that suspend it from running against

particular cause of action. Johnson Railway

Express Agency Inc 421 U.S 454 463 95 S.Ct

1716 1722 44 Ed..2d 295 1975. It is just as

true think that any period of limitation is utterly

meaningless without specification of the event that

starts it running As practical matter 4-year

statute of limitations means nothing at all unless one

knows when the four years start running. If they

start for example on the 10th anniversary of the

injury the 4-year statute is more akin to 14-year

statute than to the Clayton Act We would thus have

been foolish in Mal/ey-Duff to speak of adopting

the Clayton Act statute and of patterning the

RICO limitations period after the Clayton Act if all

we meant was using the Clayton Act number of

years

We have recognized this principle in our more

established practice first departed from in

DeKo.ctello Teamsters 462 U.S 151 103 S.Ct

2281 76 Ed.2d 476 1983 of borrowing state

rather than federal statutes of limitations We have

consistently followed law in variety of

cases that raised questions concerning the overtones

and details of application of the state limitation

period to the federal cause of action Auto Workers

Hoosier Coip 383 U.S. 16961 706 S.Ct

1107 1113-1114 16 L..Ed..2d 1921 1966

characterization of the cause of action Cope

Anderson 331 U.S. 465-467 SCt 1340

1342-1343 91 Ed 1602J 1947 place where

cause of action arose Barney Oe/richs 138

U.S. 529 II S.Ct 414 34 LEd 1037 1891

absence from State as 200 tolling

circumstance Johnson supra at 464 95 Cl
at 1722. See also e.g Chardon Fwnero Solo

462 U.S 650 657 662 103 SCt 2611 2616

2619 77 LEd.2d 74 1983. In virtually all

statutes of limitations the chronological length of the

limitation period is interrelated with provisions

regarding tolling revival and questions of

application Courts thus should not unravel state

limitations rules unless their full application would

defeat the goals of the federal statute at issue

1-lardin Straub 490 U.S. 536 539 109 S..Ct

1998 2000-2001 104 L.Ed.2d 582 1989 internal

quotation 9996 marks and citation omitted.

There is no conceivable reason why the same

principle
should not apply to the borrowing of an

analogous federal rather than state limitations

period

Both the allurement and the vice the mix-and-

match approach to statutes-of-limitations borrowing

the possibility of which the Court today entertains

is that it provides broad scope for judicial

lawmaking We should have resisted that

allurement today as we resisted it in the past

find no support in our cases for the practice

of borrowing only portion of an express statute of

limitations. Indeed .sr4cit practice conies close to

the type of judicial policymaking that our borrotting

doctrine was intended to avoid Lanipf P/eva

L.ipkind Prupis Petigrossr Gilbertson 501 U.S

350 362 III 5.0 2773 2782 115

Ed.2d 321 1991 emphasis added It is in

other words no wonder that the Court finds the

question it has posed for itself today subtle and

difficult judicial policyworking is endlessly

demanding and constructing statute of limitations

is much more complicated than adopting one

Finding the most analogous cause of action whose

201 limitations provision can he adopted is

relatively sinwle for the cause of action before us

we did it in Malley-Duffi but limiting the adoption

to merely the term of years set forth in thc

limitations provision and then selecting to go with

that term of years the precise accrual rule tolling

rule estoppel rule etc. that will clothe the

limitations-naked statute with an ensemble of policy

perfection--well thai is concede task that should

not be attacked all at once but rather undertaken

piecemeal over several decades as the Court has

chosen to do today prefer to stand by the ruder

Page 11
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humbler but more efficient and predictable practice

we have followed in the past When we adopt

statute of limitations from an analogous federal

cause of action we adopt it in whole with all its

accoutrements Perhaps though am dubious there

is room for an exception
similar to the one made in

our stare-borrowing practice see I-Jan/in supra

that would permit rejection of an element that

would defeat the goals of the federal statute at

issue 490 US at 539 109 S.Ct at 2000 But

unless this exception is to gobble up the rule

nothing so extreme is represented by the Clayton

Act accrual rule

FN3 The Court disclaims any intent to adopt

mix-and-match approach ante at 1992 but that

seems to me inconsistent with its repeated references

to the possibility of discovery acctuat rulewhich

is and has been thought to be the antithesis of the

Clayton AcE injury accrual rule If the Court merely

means to say that it is not sure how the Clayton Act

accrual rule would apply in this case then it should

simply say sothereby going long way toward

resolving the Circuit split and rendering this

concurrence unnecessary

Applying the Clayton Act accrual rule agree with

the Court that petitioners cause of action accrued

more than four years before the filing of this action

on August 27 1993 See ante at 1992 Since the

Court of Appeals determined under more relaxed

accrual rule that petitioners
should have dtccovered

all of the RICO elements which would include their

injury prior to 1989 it follows foitiori that

under the Clayton Act injury
accrual rule

petitioners cause of action is untimely

also agree
with the Court that petitioners are not

entitled to invoke the fraudulent concealment

doctrine. As the Court persuasively demonstrates

in the antitrust context concealment

requirement is satisfied only if the plaintiff shows

that he neither knew nor in the exercise of due

diligence could reasonably have known of the

offense 202 Ante at 1993 quoting P. Areeda

Hovenkamp Antitrust Law 338b p. 152

rev ed.1995. therefore join Part III of the

Courts opinion

For the foregoing reasons concur in the judgment

of the Court
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